This paper examines the problem of distributed resource allocation in different models of computation and communication in distributed systems, and presents a number of time optimal (randomized and deterministic) allocation algorithms. We consider the diningÂdrinking philosophers problem as presented in [B. Awerbuch and M. Saks, iǹ`F OCS,'' pp. 65 74. IEEE, New York, 1990]. In the algorithm presented in that paper, the delay from the creation of a job to the time it started executing depends quadratically on the number of jobs conflicting with it. In this paper we improve this result by presenting an algorithm for which the dependence becomes linear, which is optimal.
INTRODUCTION
One of the major constraints of a multi-processing system is that a resource can typically be used by only one process at a time. This constraint introduces the problem of scheduling jobs with conflicting resource requirements in a distributed system. The problem (sometimes known as the diningÂdrinking philosophers problem) has received considerable attention in the last two decades (see, for example, [Dij71, RL81, Lyn81, CM84, SP88, AS90, CS92]).
In this paper we consider designing algorithms with low response time for resource allocation.
The Problem
A distributed system is a collection of processors connected through communication channels. We denote the underlying communication graph by G. It is assumed that the processors in the system occasionally create jobs that need to be executed by the system. In order to execute its task, each job needs certain resources. If two jobs need the same resource they cannot be executed concurrently. Therefore it is necessary to find an efficient way to schedule the execution of these jobs so as to minimize the response time. In this model, the problem of resource allocation is sometimes referred to as the diningÂdrinking philosophers problem.
The conflicts caused by simultaneous demands are represented formally via a structure called the conflict graph, C. The nodes of the graph are jobs, and there is an edge between two nodes if the corresponding jobs need a common resource. The graph is dynamic: whenever a job is created we add a node to the graph, and once it terminates its execution, the corresponding node is deleted from the graph.
We make the following assumptions on the problem, following the formulation of Awerbuch and Saks (see [AS90] ). It is assumed that each job has a unique ID. In most of our algorithms we allow only one job per processor at a time, in which case the job ID can simply be the processor's ID. At any moment, there exist at most $ j jobs conflicting with job j. The maximum number of jobs conflicting with any job j is denoted by $=max j $ j , which is also the maximum degree in the dynamic graph C. We denote by + j the maximum execution time of any neighbor of j in the conflict graph (including j itself), and by +=max j + j the maximum execution time of any job at any time. The response time for job j is the total time elapsing from the creation of the job to the time it begins its execution.
When a new job j is created, it is created with a set compete( j ), which is a list of the ID's of the existing jobs that conflict with j (that is, the neighbors of j in C). (In [AS90] , it is only required that if j and k conflict, and the time periods of their existence in the system overlaps, then either k # compete( j ) or j # compete(k). Several of our algorithms work under this weaker assumption as well.) Two conflicting jobs cannot be executed at the same time. We assume that no job terminates before the end of its execution and no job is executed forever.
The Model
Throughout most of this paper, it is assumed that the network is synchronous. In Section 6, we extend our results to an asynchronous environment.
We consider the standard models of synchronous and asynchronous communication (e.g. [GHS83, Aw85] ). All the processors have distinct identities. There is no common memory. In the asynchronous model, processors cannot access a global clock in order to decide on their action, and algorithms are event-driven. Messages sent from a processor to its neighbor arrive within some finite but unpredictable time.
A synchronous network is a variation of the above model in which communication delays are bounded. More precisely, each processor keeps a local clock, whose pulses must satisfy the following property. A message sent from a processor v to processor u at pulse p of v must arrive at u before pulse p+1 is generated by u's clock. The duration between two consecutive pulses does not exceed &.
The time complexity of an algorithm is defined as follows. For a synchronous algorithm, the time complexity is the number of pulses generated during the run. For an asynchronous algorithm, the time complexity is the worstcase number of time units from the start of the run to its completion, assuming that each message incurs a delay of at most & time units. This assumption is used only for performance evaluation, and does not imply that there is such an actual bound on the delay in asynchronous systems. (In particular, an algorithm for the asynchronous model must maintain correctness even if this assumption is violated; i.e., it cannot rely on elapsed time in its decisions.)
Finally, we distinguish between two types of models regarding the execution time of jobs. In the first (denoted the K-model), the execution time of a job is known at the moment it was created. In the second (the U-model), the execution time is not known in advance.
Results
In this paper, we devise a number of jobs scheduling algorithms with low response time. Bounds on the time are expressed in terms of the maximum time needed for a message to be prepared, sent and received, &, and in terms of the maximum time needed for the execution of a job, +.
Clearly, there exist conflict graphs for which the response time of any algorithm cannot be better than 0($ j + j +&). To see this, note that if the $ j jobs conflicting with j also conflict with each other, only a sequential execution of the jobs is possible and if we further assume that all these jobs have the maximum execution time, we get 0($ j +) (as noted in [AS90] ). Furthermore, every job has to communicate, thus the best communication time for job j we can hope for is 0(&). In the K-model, this lower bound is matched by presenting an optimal algorithm running in time O($ j + j +&). Hence given knowledge of the job lengths, a fully local solution can be obtained.
In the U-model, the best known deterministic algorithm [AS90] . In Section 2, we present a simple randomized algorithm that achieves a time complexity of O($ j ++$ j &). In Section 5, we present a deterministic algorithm that achieves a time complexity of O($ j ++$ j & log Z ), thus getting rid of the quadratic dependency on $. (On the way to presenting our deterministic algorithm, we describe in Section 4 another randomized algorithm, serving as a basis for the deterministic one. This algorithm also has time complexity O($ j ++$ j &), but it is more complex than the algorithm of Section 2.) Our results are summarized in Fig. 1 . Our algorithms are initially described in the synchronous setting, but are later extended (in Section 6) to the asynchronous model.
Recently, a new asynchronous randomized algorithm for the problem was proposed in [ACS94] . This algorithm deals with a model in which the communication network G may be arbitrary, with maximal link delay &, as long as it satisfies that the conflict graph C is a subgraph of G; namely, every two competing processors must be neighbors in the network, and that a job may require resources located only at the nodes adjacent to its originating node. This algorithm uses no synchronizer, and it guarantees O($( ++&)) expected response time.
Another related result is that of [CS92] . This paper considers the issue of a fault-tolerant solution for the problem. Specifically, they consider algorithms where a failure in one of the processors has only a localized effect (no long waiting chains). Their algorithms work on static conflict graphs, and the response time they achieve is still quadratic in $.
RANDOMIZED SCHEDULING
The algorithm described in this section works quite efficiently in the U-model but needs randomization and the almost optimal response time is only the expected response time.
The Randomized Algorithm
The randomized algorithm proceeds in phases, with each phase composed of two subphases, the execution subphase and the election subphase. In the election subphase, each active job flips a random coin with probability 1Â($ j +1) for turning 1, and sends the outcome of its coin and $ j to every member of its compete set. The job elects itself for execution in the execution subphase iff its coin turned 1 and there is no conflicting job i with $ i $ j that also flipped 1, otherwise the job resets the outcome of the coin flip to 0. (Notice, that i had smaller chance of flipping 1, which is why collisions should be resolved in its favor.)
In the execution subphase, all the jobs with coin flips set to 1 inform every other job in the system and enter execution. Upon leaving execution they send a done message to all the other jobs. The execution phase ends when all currently executing jobs leave. When a new job joins the system, it sends a message to every other job. The jobs update their compete sets upon receiving messages from new and exiting jobs.
Note that the phases are essential, otherwise it is possible that a job waits forever: each time it flips 1, some of its neighbors in the conflict graph are being executed and it cannot start its execution. Since the system is synchronous, the phases can be imposed simply by fixing their length (with the execution subphase requiring + time units).
Analysis
Next we bound the expected response time. Let us denote by E 0 the event that j has drawn 1, and no neighbor of j with degree higher than $ j elected itself. The expected number of phases j has to wait before entering execution is bounded by 4($ j +1), since
.
(If the $ j values are known to be large, then the 4 may be replaced by a smaller constant, approaching e as $ j grows to infinity.) This algorithm works in the U-model with expected response time O($ j ++$ j &). It follows that for any 0<p<1, a response time of O($ j ln (1Âp)) rounds can be guaranteed with probability at least 1&p, since the probability that j fails in 4$ j ln(1Âp) consecutive rounds is bounded from above by (1&(1Â4$ j )) 4$j ln 1Âp (1Âe) ln 1Âp = p.
INTERVAL SCHEDULING
The algorithm discussed previously works in the U-model, where the execution time of a job is not necessarily known at the time of the jobs creation. Now we consider a randomized algorithm for the K-model, where the execution time is known at the time of the jobs creation. The main idea on which this algorithm is based is that instead of assigning a queue-number to each new job, we assign a time interval sufficient for the execution of the job. Specifically, every job randomly chooses a free time interval of length + j in a given time range, such that with probability 1Â2 no other job interferes with this choice. If another conflicting job's choice intersects its choice, it tries again.
The Randomized Interval Algorithm
For simplicity, let us first assume the existence of a global clock, providing all nodes with an identical time frame. Later, we describe how this assumption can be dropped.
When a new job j enters the system at time t, it sets t 0 =t+3& and subdivides the time interval [t 0 , t 0 +4$ j + j ] into 4$ j subintervals of length + j . The job randomly and uniformly chooses one of the subintervals l, and sends its choice to every other job in its compete set.
A job k objects to this choice, if the time interval j tries to choose intersects the interval job k chose or is currently trying to choose. If job j hears no objections after 2& time units, it chooses this subinterval as the interval in which it executes. At time t 0 +l+ j , it will start its execution. Upon leaving execution, it notifies every job in its compete set. Otherwise if some competing job objects, then j abandons this subinterval, and starts the whole process again (updating t 0 ). In each attempt, j 's choice of the subinterval is random and independent of the previous choices. The compete set of each job is updated when it hears from a job for the first time and when a job informs it that it completed execution.
Let us next discuss the changes necessary in order to get rid of the assumption of a global clock. In the absence of a global clock, we need an alternative method for enabling two communicating jobs to decide whether their selected intervals conflict or not. This is achieved by observing that instead of using a global time frame, it suffices to define the time intervals based on the local clock at the processor hosting the resource.
Consequently, we can modify the algorithm as follows. A new job wishing to enter execution precedes its actions by sending a message to the processor hosting the resource and asking for the current time t 0 on that processor. It can then select its interval from the time segment [t 0 +&, t 0 +&+4$ j + j ]. This guarantees that the intervals selected by different nodes refer to the same actual time frame.
Analysis
Let us analyze the algorithm. Every time j tries to choose a subinterval, there are at most $ j jobs conflicting with j. Each such job occupies (or tries to occupy) an interval of length at most + j . Each such occupied interval can intersect with at most two subintervals of j. Hence j 's interval contains at least 2$ j subintervals whose selection by j will raise no objections. Therefore with probability 1Â2, job j will succeed at the first trial. Thus the expected number of trials is 2, and the expected response time in the K-model will be O($ j + j +&).
A MODIFIED AWERBUCH SAKS RANDOMIZED ALGORITHM
The goal of this section is to explain the main difficulties that lead to the complexity of O($ j ++$ 2 j &) of the randomized algorithm of [AS90] (even in the synchronous case), and show how a simple modification of their randomized algorithm yields the improved complexity of O($ j ++$ j &). Note that we have already presented a randomized algorithm with similar complexity in Section 2. The algorithm presented in the current section, which is more complex than the first randomized algorithm, is used as a basis for improving the response time of the [AS90] deterministic algorithm.
The main differences between the original algorithm and ours are in the entry-protocol and in our assumption that the system is synchronized: we assume that every & time units each processor's local clock generates a pulse, allowing it to send the next batch of new messages. Jobs can send messages only on pulses.
Outline of the Awerbuch Saks Randomized Algorithm
First, let us give an outline of the original algorithm of [AS90] . Each new job j entering the system chooses an initial queue-number, p( j ), in such a way that no two conflicting jobs have the same queue-number. After entering the queue, job j decreases its queue-number p( j ) in a deterministic fashion. The number is decreased by one each time j is certain that no other conflicting job has that number. Upon doing so, it notifies all the other conflicting jobs of its new queue-number. Once a job has queue number p( j )=0, it enters execution. When leaving execution, it sends a done( j ) message to all the jobs in its compete set and exits the system. The set of conflicting jobs is constantly updated.
The crucial observation for our purposes is the following. The queue entry algorithm picks an initial queue number q such that q=O($ j ). Yet in spite of the small initial queue number, it takes O($ j ++$ 2 j &) time for a job to enter execution, because the process of decreasing the queue numbers is slow in this algorithm.
Speeding Up the Queue
In order to explain our solution, it is instrumental to first understand the source of the difficulty in the current algorithm of [AS90] , which is responsible for the quadratic dependence of its complexity on $.
Let us start by explaining how the algorithm of [AS90] manages to ensure progress. This is done by requiring a job j selecting a queue number q to limit its choice to numbers that are not right in front of an existing conflicting job k, i.e., to leave a space in front of each such k in the queue. The reason for this is as follows. Assume k conflicts with more than one other job, say with i and j, with queue numbers q, q&2, and q&1, respectively. In this case k cannot decrease its queue number until j progresses. Now suppose a new job l, conflicting with i and k, enters the system. Had we not disqualified the position before k we could have assigned q&1 to the new job l.
Now suppose that j 's queue number is decreased, but i 's and l's are not (this situation can arise if there is a job competing with i with queue number q&3). Even though j made progress k's queue number will not be decreased, because the previous queue-number is occupied by l. In the meantime, yet another job conflicting with j and k could enter the system and occupy q&1, and so on, and the job k could be stuck forever with q. This is not the case when the position before the current queue-number of a conflicting job cannot be assigned to a new job entering the system. This is because no new job can suddenly``jump'' immediately in front of the existing job k, and as for an existing competing job i with a higher queue number, this inequality continues to hold until k enters execution.
While the above rule of [AS90] ensures progress, in order for the algorithm to be as efficient as possible, it is desired that each task advances its position in the queue once every ++& time units. Intuitively, this will be achieved if the flow of information on task termination in the system is``fully pipelined''. The problem occurs when new tasks enter the queue in front of old ones, and form long, and as of yet``unpipelined,'' queues. To demonstrate this point more explicitly, consider a job j currently in position q in the queue, and suppose that new tasks j 1 , j 2 , ..., j q&2 now enter the queue one after the other, where j i competes with j i+1 for i=1, ..., q&3, and j q&2 competes with j. Suppose further that these new jobs rapidly form a chain by taking the numbers 1, 2, ..., q&2, respectively, again one after the other but all at (nearly) the same time. Note that while the original [AS90] algorithm requires a newly-entering job to leave a space in front of every existing queue-number, it says nothing about leaving a space behind an existing job. Hence if the jobs j 1 through j q&2 choose their queue numbers in this order, no spaces are allocated between them, since each j i chooses a queue position later than j i&1 and behind it in the queue. Task j is now allowed to advance its number to q&1, but then it must wait for j q&2 to proceed. This may require ++(q&2)& time units, since the process of``synchronizing'' the newly formed chain requires j 1 to hear about a job terminating its execution, decrease its own number, inform j 2 which in turn informs j 3 and so on. Just then, when j is ready to proceed from q&1 to q&2, another new queue may form rapidly in the same fashion in front of j, to postpone j 's progress to q&3 by another ++(q&3) & time units, and so on. The total delay can clearly accumulate to O($++$ 2 &) time.
Our correction is therefore geared at preventing such delays from happening. This is done by forcing the forming queue to contain spaces even when it is created in thè`o rderly'' way (with each joining job entering behind the existing ones). The effect of this spacing can be illustrated by the following analogy. Consider the line of cars formed in front of a red traffic-light. Once the light changes to green, the cars start moving one by one. However, each car in the line is delayed until the car right in front of it has started moving. Suppose, now, that when forming the line, each car leaves a space of one car length between itself and the car preceding it in the line. Then (assuming synchronicity) immediately when the light changes to green, all cars can start moving at once. The cost is limited to doubling the length of the line.
More specifically, our solution is based on requiring each task taking a number q in the queue to ensure that not only does it not disturb tasks following it, but it also has some space in front of it. Namely, it has to ensure that both q&1 and q+1 are free of competing tasks. For instance, in the example above, the new tasks j 1 , j 2 , ..., j q&2 may take the numbers 2, 4, ..., 2(q&2), respectively. This guarantees that a newly formed queue will enable each task to proceed decreasing its queue number without delay at least for a while.
Note that this``spaced'' queue may``crowd'' in a while, when +>&. In particular, by the time j i has advanced i times, from number 2i to i, the queue in front of it has crowded completely, assuming + is large enough. However, by that time, i& time units have elapsed from the time j i has entered the queue, and this turns out to be precisely the time required in order for the queue to regain the``pipelining'' property; i.e., by now, the queue segment ahead of j i is``fully pipelined'' (in the sense that every task advances its position in the queue exactly once every ++& time units, as will be proved later on).
The Randomized Synchronized Queue Algorithm
Let us next present a randomized algorithm, which is a variant of [AS90] . This algorithm works in the U-model. We made three changes in the [AS90] algorithm. The first change involves the spacing required from a new queue number. In [AS90] , a proposed queue number (or``p osition'' in the queue), q, is considered to be occupied if some competing job has the number q or q+1. In contrast, our spacing requirement is more stringent as discussed above, and a queue position is considered occupied if a competing job has queue number from any of [q&1, q, q+1]. The second change is that in the [AS90] randomized entryprotocol, a new job first collects information on the queuenumbers of the existing conflicting jobs, and chooses randomly one of the unoccupied places (where``occupied'' is defined as above). It turns out that the information collection phase is unnecessary. The third change is that in the queue protocol, each job advances its position when no conflicting job is directly ahead of it, while in [AS90], a job asks for permission each time it wants to decrease its queuenumber.
The protocol has two interleaving parts: the entryprotocol and the queue-protocol. In this entry algorithm, the process of picking the initial queue-number uses randomization. A new job entering the system sets the status variable to attempting. It tries to choose a queue-number and also collects information on the queue numbers of other conflicting jobs. The job j randomly chooses a number p( j ) in the range [0, 6$ j ] and sends this number to all the jobs in its compete set, as its proposed queue number. Each job receiving this message sends a response, containing an agreeÂobject message, the job's number, its queue number and its status. If this p( j ) is occupied by the current queuenumber p(k) of some competing job k, (where as explained above, occupied is defined to mean p( j ) # [ p(k)&1, p(k), p(k)+1]), then k objects to this choice, and j has to try again (sending an abandon message to every member of its updated compete set). Hence j may decide on p( j ) only if no existing conflicting job objects to this choice. It also takes into account the proposed choices of the other new conflicting jobs that try to enter (if any). It is easy to see that each trial has success probability at least 1Â2. The spacing imposed on the allowed choice guarantees that no existing job is delayed by a new job, and every new job can decrease its queue number by one immediately after entering the system. In such a way we leave enough time for the jobs to reorganize and recover from the disorder introduced by a new entry. If there are no objections to its choice, then the status variable is set to decided, it notifies every job in its compete set and starts executing the queue protocol.
In the process of gathering information from the compete set of j, it partitions the set of coexisting competing jobs into two sets: decided, the set of competing jobs that already chose their queue numbers, and und, the set of jobs currently attempting to enter. The set decided is further partioned into subclasses. A job k belongs to the set decided[t] if in its response to j, it states that its queue number is t. When a conflicting job attempts to choose a new queue number, it is added to the set und. Upon receiving a message that k decided on queue number q$, it is transferred from und to decided[q$]. Finally, assuming that job j decided on queue-number q, define the set after j as t q+1 decided [t] .
In the queue protocol the job j decreases its queue number each time by 1. It decreases its queue number form q to q&1 as soon as the set decided[q&1] is empty. Upon decreasing its queue-number, job j notifies every job in the set after j _ und. A job receiving such a message transfers j from decided[q] to decided [q&1] . Once the queue number is 0, the job starts execution. Upon leaving execution, all other jobs in the set after j _ und are notified. Jobs receiving this message remove j from every set it appears in.
Analysis
Let us now analyze the randomized synchronized queue algorithm. We prove that every ++& time a job decreases its queue-number by 1. Therefore, the time the job spends in the queue is O(q( ++&)), hence the importance of picking a small initial queue-number.
Claim 4.1. In each trial job j has probability at least 1Â2 in succeeding to choose an initial queue-number.
Proof. Job j chooses randomly from 6$ j positions. For at most 3$ j choices j may hear objections (specifically if it tries to occupy a position in front of, behind or at the current place of a competing job). Therefore each attempt has probability at least 1Â2 of succeeding. K Consequently, we have the following trivial observation. Assume that W+Â&X=l. (Typically +r&, although our results and proofs do not depend on this, and hold even when +<&.) Lemma 4.3. Let p i ( j ) be j 's queue-number at pulse number i. Then for every j and for every pulse i,
Proof. The proof of the lemma is by induction on the queue-number, q. The induction claim, A q is as follows:
We assume that i is the first pulse in which j 's queue-number is q+1, that is, at pulse i&1 its queue-number was still q+2 or j has sent the (chosen, j, q+1) message at pulse i.
If q=1 at pulse i, then even if decided[0]{<, at pulse i+l all jobs preceding j in the queue will leave execution, and at pulse (i+l )+1, job j will be notified, and decided[0] will become empty and the job j will decrease its queue-number and start execution.
Next we assume that A q is true, and prove A q+1 . First we take care of the case where job j has already sent its chosen message before or at pulse i&1. Because of synchronicity, if at time i the job j has queue-number q+1, then there is no job (other than possibly j ) that competes with j and was present in the system (i.e., already chose queue-number) at pulse i&1, with queue-number q+1 after pulse i&1. That is, there is no other job that decreased its queue-number from q+1 to q after pulse i&1 and before pulse i and its message got through to j before the beginning of pulse i. (This is why we need the pulses for our algorithm to work.)
There are four kinds of jobs.
1. Jobs that were in the system at pulse i&1, with queue-number different from q. These jobs do not delay j in the current phase.
2. Jobs j $ that were in the system at time i&1 with queue-number q. By applying the induction assumption to them, we get that p i&1+l+1 ( j$) q&1; therefore, at pulse (i&1+l+1)+1=i+l+1 their message arrives at j and they do not delay j any more.
3. Jobs to whom j sent an agree message at or after pulse i. These jobs do not occupy position q, since when j gave its permission to choose their queue-number, j made sure it has space to move forward, and by the time j sent out the agree message, its queue-number was already q+1, and therefore they cannot delay j in this phase. (Note that if j $ sends its request message at pulse m, then it gets the agree messages at pulse m+1, and sends out the chosen message at pulse m+2.) 4. Jobs that sent their chosen message at pulse i. These might occupy position q, since when j sent its agree message, it was still in position q+2. Since each such job has an unoccupied position in front of it, its decided[q&1] is empty, therefore it will decrease its number by pulse i+1, and will not delay j after pulse i+2.
In order to cover all the possibilities, we have to consider the case where j also sent its chosen message at pulse i. In this case, decided[q] is empty, since by the algorithm there is an unoccupied position in front of it, therefore j will decrease its number by pulse i+1.
This proves the induction claim and completes the proof of the lemma. K Corollary 4.4. The randomized synchronized queue algorithm has expected response time O($ j (++&)).
Proof. The initial position a job j chooses is 6$ j . If it entered the system at pulse i, then at pulse i+6$ j (l+1) the job will enter execution. Since the pulses are O(&) time apart, and W+Â&X=l, the expected response time is O($ j (++&)). (The response time is expected because of the entry phase; the queue phase is deterministic.) K
THE DETERMINISTIC ALGORITHM
The deterministic synchronized queue algorithm follows the algorithm presented in [AS90] . We improve that algorithm by changing the protocol for decreasing the slot numbers in each level into the queue protocol of our randomized algorithm. (Recall that in that algorithm only the entry protocol is randomized; the queue protocol is deterministic.) This change in the algorithm improves its com-
where Z is the highest job ID in the system. The algorithm works in the U-model.
Outline of the Algorithm
Following [AS90] , instead of giving a job an initial queue-number, we assign it a position, which is an ordered pair of integers, P=(L, S ), where L is called the level, and S is called the slot number. Positions are ordered lexicographically, and the front of the queue is (0, 0).
In the randomized algorithm we requested that no two coexisting competing jobs have the same queue-number. In contrast, the current algorithm only requests that the following bit-separation invariant holds throughout the execution of the algorithm:
If job j occupies position P=(L, S ) and L{0, then for any competing job k that occupies P concurrently with j, the IDs of j and k disagree in one of the bit positions 0, 1, ..., L&1. At L=0 no two competing jobs occupy the same position concurrently.
We shall refer to two competing jobs whose IDs agree in all bit positions 0, ..., L&1 as L-conflicting.
When a job enters the queue it is assigned position (L*+1, 0), where L*=log Z with Z being the highest ID number of a job (if there are n processors numbered 0, ..., n&1, and a processor runs a single job at a time, then the job's ID can be identical with the processor's ID in this case L* will be Wlog nX). With the above choice of L*, the invariant is initially maintained.
At level 0 no two competing jobs can occupy the same position. This last level behaves like the actual queue, the previous levels ensure that the jobs enqueue in a``proper'' way.
In each level a job first decreases its slot number to 0 in exactly the same way a job decreased its queue number to 0 in the queue protocol of the randomized synchronized queue algorithm. Here, the sets decided L [t] are defined to be the sets of jobs currently at level L and L-conflicting with j, and having queue-number t. At level L*+1 the sets decided L*+1 [t] are empty for all the jobs. A new job entering the system sends a message with its ID to every other job in its compete set, so that their compete sets can be updated. Assuming that job Â decided on queue number q on level L, the set after[Â] is defined as t q+1 decided L [t] Once the slot number reaches 0, i.e., once a job j is at Slot( j )=0 at a given level L, it tries to decrease its level and occupy a slot at level L&1 in such a way that the slot number is as small as possible, while maintaining the bitseparation invariant for level L&1, i.e., no other conflicting job whose ID agrees with j 's ID in the bits 0, ..., L&2 occupies this slot.
For that purpose, job j gathers information about conflicting jobs in level L&1 and enters that level with slot number, Slot( j ). Job j also has to take into account other conflicting jobs from level L that try to enter level L&1 concurrently with it. Assume that at pulse i the job j is at position P( j )=(L, 0). It queries each job in its compete set (regardless of the IDs) of their current position. At pulse i+1 it receives all the answers. From now on the job considers only jobs that will (L&1)-conflict with it. A job k that informed j that it is in position (L&1, S ) (at pulse i+1) might decrease its slot number to S&1 before j decides on a slot number. Therefore j discards each reported slot number, S, and the number before it, S&1. In order to avoid the``crowding effect'' (as explained in the randomized synchronized queue protocol) it also discards the slots S&2 and S+1. More specifically, let the slot numbers of the (L&1)-conflicting jobs that are currently at level L&1 be [S 1 , S 2 , ..., S m ]. Then job j discards the positions O=
Job j cannot simply choose the smallest position not belonging to the set O, because there might exist a single other (L&1)-conflicting job trying to enter level L&1 concurrently with j (namely, the one whose ID agrees with j 's ID in bit positions 0, 1, ..., L&2, but disagrees in bit position L&1); these two were still nonconflicting for level L, but become conflicting for level L&1. Hence the algorithm must make sure that these two jobs choose different initial positions on level L&1. This is done by the following rule:
v If bit L&1 of j's ID is 0 then it chooses the smallest slot number of the form 4k+1 that is not in the set O.
v Otherwise, it chooses the smallest slot number of the form 4k+3 that is not in O.
At pulse i+2 job j chooses an initial slot number for level L&1 following the above rule, and sends a done( j, L) message to every job in after L , and a chosen( j, L&1, Slot( j )) message to every job in decided L&1 [t] , and also sends a similar message to the single other job on position (L, 0) that will (L&1)-conflict with it, if exists (the job j knows of the existence of this job, because the initial message in the level-lowering protocol is sent out to every job in the compete set). As in the randomized algorithm, the jobs in the system have to maintain all the sets dynamically.
The protocols are described in Figs. 2, 3 , and 4.
FIG. 2.
The level-lowering protocol in the deterministic algorithm: code for job j.
Analysis
The algorithm ensures that in each level L, every two L-conflicting jobs occupy a different slot, and that a new job entering the level has at least one unoccupied slot in front of it and one unoccupied slot behind it. This allows the queue protocol of the randomized synchronized queue protocol to run swiftly (recall that the queue protocol is deterministic !). For levels higher than 0 it can be shown (by exactly the same proof as for the randomized synchronized queue   FIG. 3 . The queue protocol in the deterministic algorithm: code for job j.
protocol) that every four pulses each job decreases its slot number. Here a job having slot number 0 does not have to execute a job (taking + time) but rather, it has to enter the next level, which takes 3& time querying the existing jobs, receiving their answers, and informing them of the chosen slot number. It was shown in the analysis of the randomized synchronized queue algorithm that each job decreases its queue number by 1 every l+1 pulses. While there l=W+Â&X, in the current case l=3. On level 0, l=W+Â&X (exactly as in the randomized synchronized queue algorithm), since jobs leave this level only after exiting from execution.
Claim 5.1. The initial slot number of a job j entering level L is at most 7$ j +1.
Proof. There can be at most $ j jobs conflicting with j at level L. For each existing job the algorithm discarded four slots. The algorithm also demands that the free slot be of type 4k+1 or 4k+3. If there are four consecutive undiscarded slots, j will be able to choose one of them. Therefore, in the worst case there are three consecutive undiscarded slots between every two existing jobs. K occupying slot 0 on level L concurrently, and by one choosing a slot of type 4k+1 and the other a slot of type 4k+3 (as explained above), they will not occupy the same initial position on level L&1. K Claim 5.3. The response time of the deterministic algorithm is L* } 4&(7$ j +1)+(7$ j +1)(++&).
Proof. The queue protocol for a given level L is the same as the deterministic queue protocol of the randomized algorithm. There we have shown (see Lemma 4.3) that every l+1 pulses, each job decreases its queue number by one, where l=W+Â&X. For levels L>0, instead of executing a job, which takes + time, the job executes the level-lowering protocol which takes 3& time, thus each job lowers its queue number every four pulses. At level 0, jobs at slot 0 do execute a job; in this level, every job decreases its queue number every l+1 pulses, where l=W+Â&X. Proof. In this case L*+1=Wlog ZX. K
THE ASYNCHRONOUS MODEL
Our algorithms as described thus far apply to the synchronous model. In this section we describe how to adapt these solutions to the asynchronous model.
Let us first consider the randomized algorithm of Section 2. Note that this algorithm requires only that execution be broken into phases, with each phase split into two subphases. For the asynchronous case, the phases can be imposed by using a synchronization step between the execution subphase and the election subphase of the next phase. This synchronization step can be implemented as follows. Let each resource indicate the end of its execution subphase by broadcasting an``end phase'' signal to all nodes. We designate one node r of the network as a``phase coordinator.'' Once the phase coordinator receives an``end phase'' signal from all resources, it broadcasts a``start phase'' signal to all nodes. The election and execution subphases themselves remain without change.
Note that in the original synchronous model, each phase takes time O(++&). Recall that in our asynchronous model, we assume for the sake of time analysis that each message is still delivered within & time units, and that jobs are executed in at most + time units. Hence the time bounds on the election and execution subphases remain as in the synchronous case. Also, the additional time requirements for synchronizing the phases in the asynchronous model, as described above, are only O(&) (specifically, & time units are required at the beginning and the end of a phase for sending thè`s tart phase'' and``end phase'' messages). Our other algorithms can be adapted to the asynchronous model by an appropriate use of a synchronizer. The synchronizer is a simulation methodology introduced in [Aw85] for simulating a synchronous network by an asynchronous one, thus enabling the execution of a synchronous algorithm on an asynchronous network.
The synchronizer operates by generating a sequence of local clock pulses at each processor of the network, and forcing the system to act in rounds, that correspond to the basic time units of the original (synchronous) algorithm. This is achieved by requiring the nodes to satisfy the following property: pulse number p is generated by a processor only after it received all the messages of the algorithm sent to it by its neighbors during their pulse number p&1.
For our purposes, it suffices to use a simple implementation of one synchronizer of [Aw85], named therein synchronizer ;. Let us describe this implementation next. The solution is based on simulating each communication round of the synchronous algorithm by a phase composed of four conceptual stages of communication. The first stage is the original one, in which each node sends the message it is required to send by the simulated (synchronous) algorithm. The second stage requires every processor receiving a message from a neighbor to send back an acknowledgment. This way, every processor learns, within finite time, that all the messages it sent during a particular pulse have arrived. Such a processor is said to be safe with respect to that pulse.
A new pulse may be generated once all nodes are known to be safe with respect to the current pulse. To check for this condition, we again designate one node r of the network as a``pulse coordinator.'' In the third stage, once a processor learns that it is safe, it reports this fact to the coordinator r. In the last stage, once the pulse coordinator r has received a``safe'' signal from all nodes, it broadcasts an``all safe'' message to all nodes. At that time, all processors may start the next pulse.
Note that these three additional stages do not increase the time complexity of the algorithm by more than a constant factor: each of these stages takes at most & time units, hence a single round of the synchronous protocol (requiring & time) takes at most 4& time units in the asynchronous simulation. It follows that the transformation to an asynchronous communication mode entails no changes in asymptotic complexity for our algorithms, and all bounds apply.
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